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Abstract I present a novel mechanism to boost magnetic field amplification of newly born neutron stars

in core collapse supernovae. In this mechanism, that operates in the jittering jets explosion mechanism and

comes on top of the regular magnetic field amplification by turbulence, the accretion of stochastic angular

momentum in core collapse supernovae forms a neutron star with strong initial magnetic fields but with

a slow rotation. The varying angular momentum of the accreted gas, which is unique to the jittering jets

explosion mechanism, exerts a varying azimuthal shear on the magnetic fields of the accreted mass near the

surface of the neutron star. This, I argue, can form an amplifying effect which I term the stochastic omega

(Sω) effect. In the common αω dynamo the rotation has constant direction and value, and hence supplies a

constant azimuthal shear, while the convection has a stochastic behavior. In the Sω dynamo the stochastic

angular momentum is different from turbulence in that it operates on a large scale, and it is different from

a regular rotational shear in being stochastic. The basic assumption is that because of the varying direction

of the angular momentum axis from one accretion episode to the next, the rotational flow of an accretion

episode stretches the magnetic fields that were amplified in the previous episode. I estimate the amplification

factor of the Sω dynamo alone to be ≈ 10. I speculate that the Sω effect accounts for a recent finding that

many neutron stars are born with strong magnetic fields.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Core collapse supernovae (CCSNe) occur when the core

of massive stars collapses to form a neutron star (NS) or

a black hole (e.g., Woosley, & Weaver 1986). A fraction

of the gravitational energy that the collapsing gas releases

powers the explosion by ejecting the rest of the core and

the envelope (e.g., Janka 2012). There is no consensus yet

on the processes that channel the gravitational energy to

explosion, as I discuss next.

There are two contesting theoretical models to chan-

nel the gravitational energy to explosion, the delayed neu-

trino mechanism (Bethe & Wilson 1985) and the jittering

jets explosion mechanism (Soker 2010). There are, what

I see as, some difficulties in the delayed neutrino mecha-

nism (e.g., Papish et al. 2015; Kushnir 2015), e.g., in the

classical one-dimensional delayed neutrino mechanism the

heating by neutrinos has no time to accelerate the ejecta to

high energies (Papish et al. 2015). Three-dimensional (3D)

effects seem to partially solve this problem (e.g., Müller

et al. 2019). There are also seemingly contradicting re-

sults in producing explosions with the desired explosion

energy as some obtain explosions (e.g., Müller et al. 2017;

Vartanyan et al. 2019) and some do not (e.g., O’Connor &

Couch 2018). For these, I consider the jittering jets explo-

sion mechanism as a more successful explosion model, or

the two mechanisms of heating by neutrinos and jittering

jets should act together (Soker 2019b).

The jittering jets explosion mechanism includes a neg-

ative feedback component (e.g., Gilkis et al. 2016; Soker

2017), the jet feedback mechanism (for a review see Soker

2016), in the sense that when the jets expel the rest of the

core and the envelope, they shut themselves down. This

implies that the explosion energy is of the order of, or sev-

eral times, the binding energy of the core for an efficient

feedback process, or many tens of times the binding en-

ergy of the core in rare cases when the feedback process is

not efficient (Gilkis et al. 2016). This expected behavior of

the jittering jets explosion mechanism is compatible with

observations.
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As well, neutrino heating does play a role in the jit-

tering jets explosion mechanism (Soker 2018, 2019a,b),

but not the dominant role. When the pre-collapse core is

slowly rotating, the angular momentum of the accretion

flow onto the newly born NS will be highly stochastic due

to fluctuations in the convective regions of the pre-collapse

core or envelope (Gilkis & Soker 2014, 2015; Quataert

et al. 2019), that the spiral standing accretion shock in-

stability (SASI) modes (for studies of the spiral SASI

see, e.g., Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007; Rantsiou et al.

2011; Iwakami et al. 2014; Kuroda et al. 2014; Fernández

2015; Kazeroni et al. 2017) further amplify. When the pre-

collapse core is rapidly rotating, (i.e., the specific angular

momentum of the gas allows it to form an accretion disk

around the newly born NS), the jittering will have rela-

tively small amplitudes around a fixed angular momentum

axis (Soker 2017).

Many studies have found indications, like polariza-

tion in some CCSNe and the morphology of some super-

nova remnants, for some roles that jets play in possibly

most CCSNe (e.g., Wang et al. 2001; Maund et al. 2007;

Smith et al. 2012; Lopez et al. 2011; Milisavljevic et al.

2013; González-Casanova et al. 2014; Margutti et al. 2014;

Inserra et al. 2016; Mauerhan et al. 2017; Grichener &

Soker 2017; Bear et al. 2017; Garcı́a et al. 2017; Lopez &

Fesen 2018). As well, there are many studies of jet-driven

CCSNe that do not consider jittering, and hence are aiming

at rare cases, e.g., of progenitors having a very rapidly ro-

tating pre-collapse core (e.g., Khokhlov et al. 1999; Aloy

et al. 2000; Höflich et al. 2001; MacFadyen et al. 2001;

Obergaulinger et al. 2006; Burrows et al. 2007; Nagakura

et al 2011; Takiwaki & Kotake 2011; Lazzati et al. 2012;

Maeda et al. 2012; López-Cámara et al. 2013; Mösta et al.

2014; Ito et al. 2015; Bromberg & Tchekhovskoy 2016;

López-Cámara et al. 2016; Nishimura et al. 2017; Feng et

al. 2018; Gilkis 2018; Obergaulinger et al. 2018).

The jittering-jets explosion mechanism differs from

the processes that these studies of jets consider in hav-

ing some unique properties. (1) The jittering jets explosion

mechanism supposes to explode all CCSNe with kinetic

energies of >
∼ 2× 1050 erg, and many (or even all) CCSNe

below that energy, rather than only a small percentage of

all CCSNe (e.g., Soker 2016). (2) The pre-collapse core

can have any value of rotation, from non-rotating to rapidly

rotating, rather than having rapid rotation only (e.g., Gilkis

& Soker 2014). (3) The jets can be intermittent, and for

slowly rotating pre-collapse cores they are also strongly

jittering (i.e., having large variable directions; e.g., Soker

2017). (4) The jets operate in a negative feedback mecha-

nism. Namely, the jets reduce the accretion rate and hence

their power while removing mass from the core and en-

velope (e.g., Soker 2016). (5) In cases of a strong jittering,

each jet-launching episode is active for a short time and the

direction of the jets changes rapidly. Therefore, the jets do

not break out from the ejecta of the explosion (e.g., Papish

& Soker 2011). In some cases of strong jittering, the jets

from the last jet-launching episode or two might break out

of the ejecta and inflate two opposite small lobes (called

ears) on the outskirts of the supernova remnant (e.g., Bear

et al. 2017; Grichener & Soker 2017).

In the present study I continue my exploration of the

jittering jets explosion mechanism and I raise the possibil-

ity that in the jittering jets explosion mechanism there is a

process that contributes to magnetic field amplification in

the material that the newly born NS accretes. I term this the

stochastic-ω (Sω) effect. I describe this effect in Section 2,

and discuss some plausible typical quantitative parameters

in Section 3. The Sω that I propose differs from the αω

dynamo, as I explain in the following sections. In the αω

dynamo, the ω refers to the stretching of poloidal magnetic

field lines to azimuthal lines by an ordered differential ro-

tation, while the α effect refers to stochastic motion, like

turbulence, that entangles the azimuthal magnetic fields to

form poloidal magnetic field lines to close the dynamo cy-

cle.

I mention that simulations that do not consider the

jittering jets explosion mechanism also find the accretion

of stochastic angular momentum onto the newly born NS

(e.g., Kazeroni et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2017). Hence, the

Sω effect might take place also in the neutrino driven ex-

plosion mechanism. However in the jittering jets explo-

sion mechanism, the Sω effect is a generic outcome. As

well, the amplification of magnetic fields by the Sω effect

might help the launching of jets. In the present study, I

scale quantities according to the expectation of the jitter-

ing jets explosion mechanism. In Section 4, I summarise

the main results and discuss the general picture of forming

NSs with strong magnetic fields and the broader relation to

the jittering jets explosion mechanism.

2 THE STOCHASTIC-OMEGA (Sω) EFFECT

2.1 General Description

I consider the following general flow of a CCSN where

the pre-collapse core rotational velocity is low, and so the

collapsing core gas that feeds the newly born NS has a

stochastic angular momentum. The total mass that flows

on to the NS during this phase is ≃ 0.1 − 0.5 M⊙ (e.g.,

Papish & Soker 2011). The in-flowing gas has an initial

stochastic angular momentum and magnetic fields from the

pre-collapse core, that are further amplified in the unstable

region behind the stalled shock (see Sect. 1 for relevant

references).
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Even considering that the stochastic specific angular

momentum is less than the value required for a Keplerian

velocity on the surface of the NS, the flow behind the

stalled shock amplifies magnetic fields via the regular

mechanism of the αω dynamo (e.g., Soker 2018, 2019a).

The two ingredients of the αω dynamo are the turbulent

motion that entangles the azimuthal magnetic fields to

form poloidal magnetic field lines (the α effect), and the

differential rotation of the toroidal (azimuthal) flow that

stretches poloidal magnetic field lines to azimuthal lines.

In the regular αω dynamo, the direction of the angular mo-

mentum of the toroidal flow does not change. As well, the

azimuthal velocity depends only on the poloidal location

(̟, z), where ̟ is the distance from the symmetry axis

and z is the distance from the equatorial plane.

Here I consider the case where the angular momentum

axis changes in a stochastic manner, and I study the effect

that this might have on magnetic field amplification. I term

this the Sω effect. Both the α effect and the ω effect still

exist, and I argue below that the Sω effect adds to the mag-

netic field amplification during the periods when the angu-

lar momentum axis changes its direction. According to the

jittering jets explosion mechanism, there are about ten to a

few tens of accretion episodes, and the variations in the an-

gular momentum axis take place in short periods between

consecutive accretion episodes (see relevant references in

Sect. 1).

Specifically, in the present study I focus on the ampli-

fication near the surface of the newly born NS just as these

magnetic fields are dragged onto the NS. In Figure 1, I de-

pict a schematic description of the flow, showing the NS

and two consecutive accretion episodes, numbered n − 1

and n. The upper panel displays only the early accretion

episode, where the differential rotation amplifies an az-

imuthal magnetic field that I signify as thin magnetic field

lines. This is the regular ω effect of the αω dynamo. In

the lower panel I present one stream line (thick red line) of

the next accretion flow, which has its angular momentum

axis inclined by an angle βn to that of the flow in the pre-

vious accretion episode. The new flow drags and stretches

the magnetic field lines on the outer part of the flow of the

previous accretion episode, which I represent by one thin

red line. By that stretching, the flow further amplifies the

magnetic field. This is the Sω effect. The stochastic accre-

tion of angular momentum of the Sω effect implies that the

NS is born with slow rotation, but that it nonetheless might

have a strong magnetic field. Namely, it might be born as a

slowly rotating magnetar.

Neutron star 

B field lines 

Flow: n-1 accretion episode 

Flow: n accretion episode 

Stretched    

B field lines 

Neutron star 

Fig. 1 A schematic drawing of the flow interaction between ac-

cretion episodes n and n − 1. The upper panel shows the flow in

the accretion episode n−1 (thick black lines with arrows) and the

magnetic field lines that this flows amplified as thin black lines.

In the lower panel, the thick red line schematically represents the

flow of the inner part (early time) of the next accretion episode

n. The angular momentum axes of the two episodes are inclined

to each other by an angle βn. The field lines from episode n − 1

that are in the interface of the two episodes are represented by

a coloured line that is stretched by the flow of the episode n.

In both episodes, the toroidal flow is much thicker than what is

drawn here, both in the radial direction away from the symmetry

axis and perpendicular to the rotational plane.

2.2 Relevant Equations

Consider the ω effect in the induction equation (e.g., Priest

1987)
∂B

∂t
= curl(v × B) + η∇2

B , (1)

where v is the plasma velocity and η is its magnetic diffu-

sivity. For a case where the main flow during the n accre-

tion episode is azimuthal vφ, i.e., toroidal flow along coor-

dinate φ, and neglecting magnetic dissipation, i.e., a very

small value of η, the induction equation for the toroidal

magnetic field component reads (e.g., Priest 1987)

∂Bφ

∂t
= RBp · ∇

(vφ

R

)

, (2)

where Bp is the poloidal component of the magnetic field,

and R is the distance from the rotation axis. What matters

here is only the magnitude of Equation (2). In the above

equation, I assume that within each accretion episode the

flow is steady and axisymmetric. However, in the jittering

jets explosion mechanism the flow is not steady and the

axisymmetry axis changes direction between consecutive

accretion episodes.
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I assume that in accretion episode n − 1 the differ-

ential rotation forms a strong azimuthal (toroidal) field,

Bn−1 ≃ Bφ1,n−1, where here φ1 is the direction of the

toroidal flow of accretion episode n−1. In the jittering jets

explosion mechanism, there are about ten to a few tens of

accretion episodes (e.g., Papish & Soker 2011). I take the

azimuthal field of accretion episode n − 1 to be the seed

field of accretion episode n, where n = 2, ..., few × 10.

Let βn be the angle between the angular momentum axis

of episode n and episode n − 1, such that the seed mag-

netic field at the beginning of accretion episode n in the re-

gion where the two azimuthal consecutive flows cross each

other is

Bn,0 = Bφ1,n−1 cosβnφ̂ + Bφ1,n−1 sinβnẑ , (3)

where here φ is the direction of the toroidal flow in episode

n and ẑ is a unit vector perpendicular to the toroidal plane.

For the gradient of the velocity in the relevant direction

ẑ, I take

∇

(vφ,n

R

)

z
=

vφ,n

χnR2
ẑ , (4)

where χn ≈ 1. Namely, the distance along the ẑ direction

over which vφ,n changes is χnR.

I take the poloidal magnetic field component from

Equation (3), and the gradient of the flow from

Equation (4), and substitute both in the absolute value of

Equation (2). This gives the magnitude of the azimuthal

magnetic field component at the end of accretion episode

n

Bφ,n ≃ Bφ1,n−1 sin βn
vφ,n

χnR
∆tn , (5)

where ∆tn is the duration of accretion episode n.

I emphasise here that Equation (5) represents the am-

plification due only to the change of the angular momen-

tum axis. There are two other effects, which are the usual

ω effect, resulting from the velocity gradient during the

considered accretion episode, and the α effect due to tur-

bulence within the accretion flow.

There are two considerations that reduce the effective

volume in which the stochastic accretion flow amplifies

the magnetic field. (1) The flow in episode n stretches the

seed magnetic fields of episode n− 1 in the regions where

the two toroidal flows cross each other. This is not the en-

tire volume if βn > 0. (2) The interaction between two

consecutive accretion episodes is in the interface between

them. During each accretion episode the regular αω dy-

namo takes place, as mentioned above.

I take the effective volume in which the Sω effect op-

erates to be a fraction δ ≪ 1 of the entire volume of the

accretion flow. Only 3D numerical simulations will be able

to find the typical value of this parameter. Presently I take

it as unknown.

Table 1 The typical parameters of Eq. (7), which are the typ-
ical values averaged over Nae accretion episodes, and the typ-
ical amplification factor in the last line (see also Fig. 1). The
typical Keplerian velocity on the surface of the NS is vKep ≃

10
5
kms

−1. The relation Nae∆t ≈ 1 − 3 s holds for the entire
operation time of the jittering jets.

Quantity Symbol Crude value

Velocity variation distance χR R ≃ 20 km (χ ≈ 1)

Toroidal velocity vφ vφ
<
∼ vKep

Number of accretion episodes Nae 10 − 50

One episode duration ∆t 0.03 − 0.3 s

Angle between two episodes β 30◦

Fraction of effective volume δ 0.01

Amplification factor FSω 20

I derive the amplification factor FSω due to the Sω

effect during the entire accretion process, from an initial

magnetic field B0,0 to a final one of Bf,Sω, by substituting

for Nae accretion episodes in Equation (5), by multiply-

ing by the effective amplification volume fraction δ and by

averaging over the relevant quantities

FSω ≡
Bf,Sω

B0,0
≈

vφ

χR
Nae∆tδ sin β . (6)

In Equation (6), the quantities, vφ, sin β, χ, δ and ∆t are

their respective values averaged over the Nae accretion

episodes.

3 QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES

3.1 Plausible Numerical Values

I now very crudely estimate the values of the different pa-

rameters that appear in Equation (6) for the amplification

factor of the Sω effect in the jittering jets explosion mech-

anism of CCSNe. I scale Equation (6) near the surface of

the newly born NS at R ≃ 20 km as follows

FSω ≈ 20χ−1
(

vφ

vKep

)

(

R
20 km

)−3/2
(

MNS

1.4M⊙

)1/2

(7)

×
(

Nae

10

) (

∆t
0.1 s

) (

δ
0.01

)

(

sin β
0.5

)

.

The final radius of the NS is about 12 km, but during

the accretion process the NS is still hot and its radius is

somewhat larger than its final radius, hence I scale with

R = 20 km. I elaborate on the scaling of the other differ-

ent quantities below (see Table 1), and then I compare to

some non-dimensional ratios in the solar αω dynamo.

The distance scale of velocity variation χR. I simply

assume that the velocity varies along the direction perpen-

dicular to the toroidal flow over a distance of ≃ R, i.e.,

χ = 1. This can be even smaller, but then the effective vol-

ume fraction δ might be smaller (see below). I do note that

the velocity gradient between the accreted gas and the sur-

face of the NS might be much larger because over a short

radial distance the velocity changes from a slowly rotating
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NS to vφ. This, however, is related to the αω dynamo as

it does not directly need the stochastic angular momentum

accretion. It indirectly requires the stochastic angular mo-

mentum accretion to ensure that the newly born NS is a

slow rotator and its angular momentum is not aligned with

that of the accreted gas.

The toroidal velocity vφ. I scale it with the Keplerian

velocity at a radius of R around a newly born NS of mass

MNS. The velocity in the jittering jets explosion mech-

anism might be lower than the Keplerian velocity (e.g.,

Schreier & Soker 2016; Soker 2019a), even by a factor

of a few. In that case though, the accretion flow is thicker

and the effective volume fraction of the Sω effect δ will be

larger (see below).

The number of accretion episodes Nae and their aver-

age duration ∆t. The total duration of the explosion pro-

cess is about a second to a few seconds. The number of

episodes might be somewhat larger. In that case the aver-

age duration ∆t is smaller, such that Nae∆t ≃ 1 − 3 s.

The angle between consecutive accretion episodes β.

The angle is not completely random (Papish & Soker 2014)

but tends to be smaller than the average value of com-

pletely random angular momentum directions. It can be

smaller than sinβ = 0.5, but then the overlap between

the toroidal flow regions of consecutive episodes is larger,

and hence δ will be larger.

The fraction of effective volume δ. The Sω effect oper-

ates when the symmetry axis of the toroidal flow changes

direction. We can think of a torus-like region through

which there is a toroidal flow of accretion episode n − 1.

This might even be the surface of the newly born NS. Then

there is the torus-like region of accretion episode n. They

each have a volume of Voln. The two torus-like volumes

are inclined to each other, and hence overlap in a small

fraction of the volume δiVoln. In addition, the stretching of

the magnetic field lines of the torus-like region of episode

n−1 by the flow in accretion episode n occurs in the inter-

face between them. This is a small fraction δw of the width

of the torus. Overall, the Sω effect operates in a volume

that is a fraction of δ = δiδw of the inflow volume. This

value is highly uncertain, and I simply take δ ≈ 0.01.

The value of δ cannot be much smaller, as this requires

a thin accretion disk at each episode. This can be the case

only if the accreted gas has a specific angular momentum

that allows it to form an accretion disk. This in turn can be

the case only if the angular momentum of the pre-collapse

core was high. This brings the situation to another regime

of the jet feedback mechanism where there is a more or

less constant angular momentum axis. I do not consider

this case here (this case will make jet launching even eas-

ier). The effective volume fraction δ can be made larger

by considering regions with lower toroidal velocity, e.g.,

an accretion belt rather than an accretion disk. This will

reduce vφ. The value of δ is larger if on average two con-

secutive accretion episodes are almost aligned with each

other, but this will make sin β smaller.

3.2 Some Hints from the Solar αω Dynamo

In the Sω effect the timescale of magnetic field stretching

is tB,str ≃ 2πR/vφ which is about equal to the Keplerian

time tKep ≃ 0.001 s, or somewhat longer. For the parame-

ters I use here, this timescale is tB,str ≈ 0.002 s or some-

what longer. I crudely estimate the stretching of the field

during the time tB,str to be by a distance of 2πR sin β.

In the jittering jets explosion mechanism, there are sev-

eral to a few tens of accretion episodes over a total time

of about a second to several seconds (e.g., Papish & Soker

2011). Each episode lasts for a time of ∆t ≃ few × 0.01 s

to ∆t ≃ few × 0.1 s. The stretching of magnetic field

lines between two consecutive accretion episodes lasts for

≈ 0.01 − 0.1 s, which is ≈ 3 − 30 times the stretching

time tB,str at a radius of R ≃ 20 km. Taking ten to several

tens of accretion episodes, I find that the activity of the Sω

effect lasts for

tSω ≈ (30 − 300)tB,str. (8)

Let us consider the stretching and entangling

timescales in the Sun. In main sequence stars, the strength

of the magnetic activity is related to the Rossby number Ro

(or to the dynamo number ND = Ro−2; e.g., for the Sun,

Kim & Demarque 1996; Landin et al. 2010). The Rossby

number is defined as Ro ≡ Prot/τc, where Prot is the ro-

tation period and τc = αmlHP /vc ≃ HP /vc is the lo-

cal convective turnover time. Here αmlHP is the mixing

length, HP is the pressure scale height and vc is the con-

vective velocity. The magnetic activity of main sequence

stars increases as the Rossby number decreases, until a sat-

uration for Ro <
∼ 0.1 (e.g., Pizzolato et al. 2003).

For solar like stars, the values are Prot ≃ 25 d ≈

200PKep, where PKep is the Keplerian orbital period on

the surface of the star and τc ≃ 20 d (e.g., Landin et al.

2010). In the Sun itself the magnetic cycle period is about

22 yr (e.g., Howard, & Labonte 1980). Most of the rise in

the intensity of magnetic activity within each half a cycle

occurs within several years, trise,⊙ ≈ 50Prot,⊙ ≃ 60τc,⊙.

Overall in the Sun, the surface magnetic field intensity

rises on a timescale of several tens of times the stretching

timescale of the field lines. Considering Equation (8) in

relation to this ratio hints that the total time of operation

of the Sω effect in the jittering jets explosion mechanism

allows this mechanism to contribute to the amplification

of the magnetic fields in the material that the newly born

NS accretes. This can increase the initial magnetic field of

newly born NSs by an order of magnitude. The final field
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intensity depends on other factors besides the operation of

the Sω dynamo.

4 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The evolution of magnetic fields from core collapse to NS

formation involves four phases of magnetic field amplifi-

cation. (1) In the pre-collapse core where a dynamo in the

convective zones amplifies magnetic fields (e.g., Wheeler

et al. 2015) and radiative zones store magnetic fields till

collapse (Peres et al. 2019). (2) During the collapse it-

self where the converging inward flow amplifies the radial

component of the magnetic fields, as magnetic flux conser-

vation implies. (3) In the unstable region behind the stalled

shock, where in particular the spiral-SASI can amplify the

magnetic fields (e.g., Endeve et al. 2010, 2012; Rembiasz

et al. 2016a,b; Obergaulinger et al. 2018). (4) Near and on

the surface of the newly born NS, e.g., Obergaulinger &

Aloy (2017) who consider only axisymmetrical effects. In

the present paper I addressed the last magnetic field ampli-

fication phase.

I considered the contribution of the stochastic angu-

lar momentum of the accreted mass to the magnetic field

amplification as the mass reaches the surface of the NS.

Figure 1 presents the basic process that I term the Sω

effect. The toroidal (azimuthal) flows of two consecutive

accretion episodes are inclined to each other. As a result

of that the toroidal flow of the later episode stretches the

magnetic field lines that the early toroidal flow amplified.

Within each accretion toroidal flow the regular αω dynamo

might operate.

Simulations (that do not consider the jittering jets ex-

plosion mechanism) find stochastic angular momentum ac-

cretion onto newly born NSs (e.g., Kazeroni et al. 2016;

Müller et al. 2017). As the jittering jets explosion mecha-

nism must include accretion of stochastic angular momen-

tum with large amplitudes, the Sω effect is expected to take

place in the jittering jets explosion mechanism. I derived an

approximate expression for the extra magnetic field ampli-

fication of the Sω effect in Equation (6), and substitute typ-

ical values (with large uncertainties) in Equation (7). This

equation suggests that in many cases, for which the typi-

cal values of the different parameters are crudely listed in

Table 1, the jittering jets explosion mechanism is accom-

panied by the formation of an NS with strong magnetic

fields.

The stochastic angular momentum of the accreted gas

implies that in many cases the newly born NS will have

a slow rotation (relative to breakup rotation velocity).

Overall, according to the jittering jets explosion mecha-

nism many NSs are born with strong magnetic fields, be-

ing even magnetars, but with a slow rotation. In a recent

study, Beniamini et al. (2019) concluded that a fraction

of 0.4+0.6
−0.28 of NSs are born as magnetars with magnetic

fields at birth of B >
∼ 3 × 1013 G. They claimed that this

high fraction challenges existing theories for forming mag-

netars, as these theories require extreme and rare condi-

tions, i.e., pre-collapse rapid rotation and/or strong mag-

netic fields. The challenge is stronger even if we take into

account that the initial rotation period of most NSs is two

orders of magnitudes longer than their maximum possi-

ble period (breakup period; e.g., Popov & Turolla 2012;

Igoshev & Popov 2013; Gullón et al. 2015). Here I pro-

pose that the Sω effect that operates in the jittering jets

explosion mechanism, and even in cases where jets are not

launched, might account for the finding of Beniamini et al.

(2019) that many NSs are born as magnetars.
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